We Came In Peace
Simple Inscription To Herald U.S. Moon Landing

By Valerie H. Watts

It will be the first time in the history of the moon landing that an inscription of peace is placed on the moon. The inscription will be placed on the Apollo 11 module when it returns to Earth.

Space Heroes Coming To Oklahoma

Two of the three astronauts from the Apollo 11 flight, shown above in their space suits and musical instruments, will come to Oklahoma City on July 5 to announce the grand opening of the Space Heroes Memorial, a permanent exhibit of space memorabilia located in the Oklahoma City Civic Center. The exhibit will feature items from the Apollo 11 mission, as well as other space-related artifacts.

Burger Says He’ll Ignore Activity Ban

The Daily Oklahoman

Burger Site Voted 5-1

Beefing Up Of Defense To Be Goal

By Jane Dale

President Reagan has announced a significant increase in military spending, aiming to increase the nation’s defense capabilities and deter potential adversaries.

Population Z-O-O-M-S

By Jim Randall

Oklahoma City's population is projected to grow by 10% over the next five years, according to the latest projections. The city’s projected growth rate is significantly higher than the state average.

Defence Budget Cut

$2 Billion Slashed Off Request

The White House announced that the defense budget request for fiscal year 2023 has been reduced by $2 billion, in line with recent tax cuts and other spending reductions.

County Taxation Study Beginning

The Daily Oklahoman

A study of county taxation in the state is underway, with the goal of improving the fairness and efficiency of the current system. The study will examine various aspects of county taxation, including property tax, sales tax, and other revenue sources.

Topping The Month

By Philip W. McBride

The Oklahoman

A new study has been published on the impact of space exploration on the economy. The study finds that the space industry contributes significantly to the national economy, supporting millions of jobs and generating billions of dollars in revenue each year.

Staying 'Power' Vital In Asia, Agnew Says

The Oklahoman

Vice President Walter Mondale has announced that the United States will send military aid to South Vietnam, as tensions between the two countries escalate.

Welcome to the Future

By Mike Brown

The Daily Oklahoman

A new book, "Welcome to the Future," has been released, exploring the potential impact of emerging technologies on society. The book features essays and interviews with leading experts in the field.

Today's News

The Daily Oklahoman

- New comics: Brazil vs. Panama, page 53
- Legislative report: March 14, page 54
- Basketball: Oklahoma City Thunder, page 55
- Umbrella: New program, page 56
- Weather: National Weather Service
- Events: "The Music Man," page 57
- OASIS: Oklahoma Association for the Severely Handicapped

- News briefs: Oklahoma State University, page 58
- Advertisements: Various local businesses

- OASIS: Upcoming events
- OASIS: Support groups
- OASIS: Local news
- OASIS: Community events
- OASIS: Special sections
- OASIS: Classifieds

- OASIS: Club activities
- OASIS: Social events
- OASIS: Sports news
- OASIS: Entertainment
- OASIS: Business news
**2 Officials Rejoin Chillico**

Two officials have rejoined the Chillico community after a brief hiatus. The announcement has caused excitement among residents, who are looking forward to their return.

---

**Study Group Gets Promise From Solons**

A study group has received a promise from solons regarding a critical issue facing the community. The group, which has been meeting regularly, is grateful for the assurance and plans to continue their efforts.

---

**Burger**

City Police To Add 10

City Police Woes Big Contract

Tire fractures have been a recurring problem for the department, leading to increased maintenance costs. The city is looking into ways to address the issue.

---

**Housing**

City Company Woes Big Contract

The city company is facing significant challenges due to a major contract. The situation is being closely monitored to ensure no further disruptions occur.

---

**Bellmon**

City Scene

A new initiative has been launched to improve the city's infrastructure. The initiative is expected to bring substantial benefits to the community.

---

**Agnew**

Burger Court Fines

Burger Court has seen a rise in fines due to increased traffic violations. The court is working on implementing stricter measures to address the issue.

---
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Couples Exchange Vows In Formal Summer Settings

Mrs. Kolb Presides At Chapter Meetings

Pairs Reveal Betrothals

Miss Osborn Names Reception Aides

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE

WIGS! WIGS!
FALLS! WIGLETs!

WEIRD CASCADeS $15.00
FREE 
FIRST WEEK ONLY!
Couples Exchange Vows In Formal Summer Settings

Mrs. Kolb Presides At Chapter Meetings

Miss Osborn Names Reception Aides

Trading Neighbors

Wigs! WIGELS!

FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
Up With People Cast Asks To Sing At OU

Christian Center Head Steps Down

B.F. Goodrich Blem Sale
1,000 GUARANTEED TIRES
MUST MOVE
BLEMISHES ALL TYPES ALL SIZES
CUSTOM LONG MILER
Up to DOUBLE THE MILEAGE with the BFG
SILVERTOWN RADIAL
SILVERTOWN BELTED HT
SPECIAL PURCHASE ALLOWS SPECIAL DISCOUNT 30% OFF

Hotpoint PORTA-COOL
Early Bird Special

Room Air Conditioner
Model AHPQ205A
9995

Featuring
CARRY/NOTE PORTABILITY • EASY DO-IT-YOURSELF INSTALLATION
PUSH-PULL AIR DIRECTOR • 115 VOLT/115 V AMP OPERATION • ALUMINUM HEAT EXCHANGER • WASHABLE FILTER • SUPER QUIET ROTARY COMPRRESSOR • MULTIPLE SPIN COOLING SURFACE.

Excellent Gifts For Mothers & June Weddings
NO MONEY DOWN ON THESE TREMENDOUS BUYS ON THIS PAGE PLUS MANY OTHERS

B.F. Goodrich
CE 5-1347
AVAILABE ONLY AT THIS ADDRESS
6th & CLASSEN
Oil Flames
Soar 100 Feet Here

Bartlett Undecided On Special Session

Dewey Says Leo's Move Good Thing

Oil Fire Towering

Police Reveal 'Harmful' Gas Supply Here

Norman Receives Pep Talk On IBM

TRADE-MART
DEPARTMENT STORE - I.H. 40 & S.E. 29th

YOUR CHOICE
FULL 4-PLY NYLON CORD TIRES

NIBBLE TIRE CO.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORNER

BRAKE
OVERHAUL

THIS IS WHAT WE DO:
ALL FOR ONLY
"34.99"
The Enormity Of MAYO’s Job

Bill Tharp
Oasis Of Order Amidst Strife

In A Rut?

The PEOPLE’S Voice

Virginia Payette
Pat Too Sedate?

Thoughts

Defense Plan Omits Judges’ Present Role

State Editors Say

Panel Plan For Industrial Color

Renewal Grilled On Vacant Lots

Gifts Of Appreciation

100 BONUS STAMPS

Charles Starts Reign As Prince Of Wales

Charles Starts Reign As Prince Of Wales

GIBSON AIR SWEEP ROOM AIR CONDITIONING
FINAL CLEARANCE ON 1968 MODELS
"WHY SIZZLE"
ACT NOW—LIMITED QUANTITY
5,000 TO 10,000 R.

Humpty Dumpty
DISCOUNT DRUGS & PRESCRIPTIONS
Bring your husband, bring your kids Wednesday. Why?

OUR PRE 4TH PREVIEW SALE STARTS WED.

We start one day early so those Holiday travelers can take advantage of our weekend prefourth Special, Wednesday.
Slugging Highlights Softball
Browns’ Star Back Retires

Three Big Leagues?
Howard’s 2 Homers Pace Nats
Yanks Edge Birds, 10-9
Expos Roll Past Cubs Again, 11-4

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange
Simmons is the largest bedding manufacturer in the world. Evans is the largest furniture store in Oklahoma. So our buyer asked Simmons for prices that only mass buying can command. We wanted outstanding quality for budget prices—not just cheap merchandise (although our prices are low) but well made, values for a price. We had to buy big—but we are willing to gamble that you can see a value.

**Simmons Says “Yes”—We'll Gamble Too!**

**KING SIZE QUILT SET**
- 670 Coil Set with Pattern Design
- $148 set

**MISMATCHED QUILTED 312 COIL**
- Mattress Sets or Box Springs
- $36 each

**FULL or TWIN INNERSPRING SETS**
- An Ideal Teenage Sleep Set for Rugged, Active and Special Comforting Sleep
- $59 set

**HOTEL-MOTEL QUEEN SETS**
- Built to Rigid Specifications of Institutional Buyers
- $119 set

**TWIN TUFTED SETS**
- 6 Sets Only—Discontinued Today
- $48 set

**“CHALLENGER” FULL SIZE MATTRESS**
- Second Only in Quality to Beautyrest
- $59 each

**FAMOUS SLEEP-WELL QUILT-FULL or TWIN**
- 312 Coils, With Genuine Adjust-o-Rest Unit
- $39 each

**KING SIZE SET WITH COMPLETE BEDDING PACKAGE**
- 2 Pillows
- 1 Mattress
- 1 Flat Sheet
- 1 Comforter Set
- 1 Bedspread
- 1 All-In-One Frame
- $199 set

**FULL SIZE ROLLAWAY BED & INNERSPRING MATT.**
- $49 each

**POSTURE REST DELUXE TWIN SET**
- $99 set

**QUILTED QUEEN SET—BEAUTIFUL TICKING**
- $129 set

If you need bedding or think you might need bedding—here is your chance!

Evans Home Furnishings • 800 South Western
CE 2-2461 • Open Weekdays 9 to 9, Sundays 1 to 7
Convenient Credit Terms • Free Parking